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State, lender in financial aid brouhaha
by Dan Horowitz
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A controversy involving guaranteed student loans
has occurred between the office ofChancellor Charles
Reed and United Student Aid Funds, Inc., a national
student loan lending instituion.
On Oct. 12, Commissioner of Education Betty
Castor, sent Reed a letter stating, "I consider the
individual actions of certain universities to promote
the use of other guarantors as inappropriate, contrary to legislative intent and detrimental to the

collective interests of Florida's post-secondary students."
Castor continued, "I am asking that you contact
each of the SUS [State University System] University presidents immediately to make certain that
none of our state universities directly or indirectly
support the efforts of national guarantors to compete
with programs administered by this Department."
Guaranteed student loans are handled by different agencies, state and national. These agencies
backup the lender of a loan, making the loan guaranteed.
Certain guarantee agencies have service agree-

Vandals give UCF
expensive headache
by Bob Smith
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Vandalism is a costly problem for UCF - $12, 500 this
term alone - that is aggravated by student frustration
and often alcohol related.
Much of the vandalism reported to the campus police is
related to frustration in the
parking lots, Sgt. Sandra
cClendon, a criminal investigator with the department
said. "When people park too
close, block someone in or
when someone had trouble
finding a parking place, there
is often vandalism," she said.

"Someone destroyed
seven street lights
over Homecoming
weekend. It cost
$7,000 to
replace them."
-

Michael N. Spinnato
campus civil engineer

"They break off radio antennas, scratch paint or kick in
doors."
Michael N. Spinnato, a
campus civil engineer, said
vandals do not c;are about the
university. "When someone
destroyed seven street lights
on the path next to University
Drive over Homecoming weekend it cost $7 ,000 to replace
them," he said. Broken light
globes, broken windows and
other minor acts of vandalism
are simply fixed and seldom
reported to the police,. Spinnato said.

Christi A Hartzler, the
associate director of housing
and residence life, has her own
frustrations. She is in charge
of the dorms on campus.
"We spent over $1,500 this
term replacing ceiling tiles,
fire extinguishers and light
fixtures," Hartzler said. "Repairing an elevator control
panel cost $1,000. We could
have recarpeted four rooms
with that money. '
Hartzler po.nted out that
there is no state money for
dorms. The rent residents pay
is used to maintain the buildings, and vandalism in them
means higher rent.
Mary Mitchell, head resident assistant for dorms, said
there are four or five minor
acts of vandalism a week and
at least one major incident
every month.
"We have people punch out
ceiling tiles, break lights and
destroy microwave ovens," she
said. "The microwave ovens
have been removed from the
dorms because they are too
expensive to replace."
Hartzler blames about half
of the damage in dorms on
nonresidents.
The women's dorms have
significantly lower vandalism
rates than the men's dorms.
Much of the damage in the
women's dorms is caused by
boyfriends looking for their
girlfriends, said Hartzler.
Many of the problems are
due to crowded conditions.
Since Orange Hall put three
people in each room vandalism
has increased.
"Alcohol also plays a part.
On big nights at the Wild Pizza
SEE VANDALS PAGE 7

ments with lenders that are automated. this allows
them to give loans more quickly than lenders that are
not automated.
Castor didn't want any state university to distribute applications or other marketing materials of
national guarantors. As a result, Reed sent a
memo to the members of the Council of Presidents
(the university presidents) which read,"The distribution by your university of materials or loan applications relating to national guarantee agencies should
be prohibited."
SEE FINANCIAL AID PAGE 11

Registration lnformati9ri ·

Walk through registration
Nov. 22
9 a.m.-12 p.m.
9 a.m.-12 p.m.
Nov. 23
Nov. 28-30 9 a.m.-12 p.m.
Dec. 1
9 a.m.-12 p.m.
Dec. 2
9 a.m.-12 p.m.
Dec. 5-8
9 a.m.-12 p.m.
Dec. 9
9 a.m.-12 p.m.

4 p.m.-7 p.m.
1 p.m.-4
4 p.m.-7
1 p.m.-4
1 p.m.-4
1 p.m.-4

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

. ·

Regular Registration
Jan. 3 -by appointment (T&A)
9 a.m.-12 p.m. 1 p.m.-7 p.m.
· Jan. 4 -by appointment (T&A)
9 a.m.-12 p.m. 1 p.m.-6 p.m.
Drop Only (Records OfficeCounter)
Jan. 3,4,9, 10, 11
8 a.m.-9 a.m.
Late Registration will be held Jan. 9 thru Jan. 11

Longtime prof to resign
Morgan to take job with agricultural company A. Duda & Sons
by Scott Walton
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Dr. Thomas Morgan,who first taught at
UCF in 1972, announced his resignation from
the School of Communication on Nov. 16.
Morgan's resignation will be effective at the
end of this semester. He has accepted a job offer

from A. Duda and Sons Inc. to serve as its
corporate director of communications. Officially,
Morgan will be on a leave of absence.
In an emotional 20-minute ~peech to his 11
a.m. Foundations of Broadcasting class, Morgan
admitted that the decision to leave teaching
"wasn't an easy one."
He said he would "sorely miss the lectern

SPORTS

OPINION

• Fresh blood for the
men's and women's basketball teams bodes well
for a winning season - see
our preview on Page 12.
Also, the Wrecking Crew
-new flag football champs.

• The Board of Regents
wants to raise tuition .14.7
percent next year -what
can students do about
this? Also, a member of the
Athletic Fee Committee
speaks out in Letters.

SEE MORGAN PAGE 5
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If Budweiser is already your regular beer wed like to say thanks for the
.business. If its not, then we'd like to apply for the job.
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New track, field facilities
to start construction in '89
by Chris Brady
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

A new multi-purpose fieldhouse and
world-class track facility are on the
horizon for UCF.
Groundbreaking for the athletic
complexes is scheduled for July 1,
1989. Completion dihe·fieldhouse and
the first phase of the track is targeted
for November 1990, said Jerry Osterhaus, director of facilities planning.

" General student assembly
is the fieldhouses' first priority ( and ranges from graduation to concerts.)"
- Jerry Osterhaus
director of facilities planning

The ·track stadium and fieldhouse
will cover 70 acres ofland in the northeast comer of the UCFproperty. Osterhaus said McCulloch Ro.ad, a four-lane
road to be completed within a year, will
be the main access road to the complexes.
The facilities will provide an additional 4,400 parking spaces for the
university. However, the closest parking space will be a 10-minute walk to
the main campus.
"We originally had the complexes
closer to the campus but we moved
farther a way be ca use it is a better site, n
Osterhaus said. "But there has been
talk ofhaving a six-month trial shuttle
system from the parking area to the
main campus. n
The state has presently funded $10
million for the fieldhouse and $1.5
mfllion for the track's first phase. The
final two phases of the track will require an additional $6 million. Oster-

haus said all the money is coming from
the state.
"Hopefully, we can get more money
over time," Osterhaus said. "We hope to
get $2 million approved from the state
in July. Last year the Legislature approved $2 million for the project, but it
was vetoed by the governor."
The first phase of the track consists
ofa world-class track surface. The 400meter track will oe suita~le for Olympic-type competition, such as the
Olympic Trials, said Osterhaus.
The second phase of construction
includes temporary and permanent
seating as well as equipment, ticket
booths and parking, said Osterhaus.
The last phase for the track stadium
will be additional permanent seating,
parking, equipment and lighting.
Once completed, the track stadium
will seat 22,000 people. Although the
original plans for the stadium were
primarily for track, other activities
may be held there.
"I think it will be too small [in capacity] for our football team," UCF Athletic Director Gene McDowell said.
"But I do have an interest in having our
soccer games played in the facility."
The fieldhouse will serve as a general student assembly area, a gym for
NCAA basketball and volleyball, and a
general student recreation area.
"General student assembly is the
neldhouses' first priority and ranges
by Jamie Carte
from graduation to concerts to freshCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
man orientation," Osterhaus said.
The fieldhouse will have five basketball courts, three on the main floor and
Sarah Campbell, a UCF student,
two on the second level. Osterhaus said became the daughter of a millionaire
the fieldhouse would also include stu- when her father won Florida's $8.5
dent locker rooms, equipment rooms million Lotto drawing on Nov. 13.
and general recreation rooms for acCharles L. Campbell, 57, of Winter
Gard n, w<>n the jackpot, with the
tivities such as judo and aerobics.
Depending on how it is set up, the numbers, 9-22-23-29-31-44, on a ticket
fieldhouse will seat from 6,500 specta- he purchased at a convenience store in
tors for basketba11 to 7,500 for gradu- Winter Garden. Reportedly, he had
ation. Assistant Athletic Director Art been loyal to this particular set of
Zeleznik said the fie1dhouse will be numbers for quite a few weeks.
CampbeJl said he would share his
wealth
with his daughter by sending
SEE FIELDHOUSE PAGE 8

sexual innuendoes.
"Too many women experience hostility, anger and sometimes even violence from male
students," the report stated.
Bernice Sandler, director of
the AAC's Project on the
Status and Education of
Women, said, "there's no question that fraternities and
sports teams - in particular
football and basketball teams
- are the worst offenders."
Such harassment, the report says, tells women they're
always vulnerable, and "some
women may change classes or
majors, change schools, or
drop out al together. n
To a lesser extent, male
professors misuse their authority and bribe or coerce
female students to have sex
with them, said Sandler.
And according to Sandler,
in another classic scenerio of
harassment, the professors
may allow male students to
• PEER HARASSMENT
(CPS) The Association of berate the women during
American Colleges, in Wash- classroom discussions.
ington, D.C., reports that "peer
harassment" on campuses •ACTIVISTS CONVICTED
After a three and a half-year
makes it harder for women to
trial, four black activists were
go to, and remain in, college.
The report, "Peer Harass- convicted of treason and seven
ment: Hassles for Women on were found guilty of terrorism
Campus", defined harassment in South Africa on Nov. 18,
as humiliating, unwanted sex- -according to an article in The
ual comments and derogatory Orlando Sentinel.

•

UWF BUSSING

Starting this spring, University of West Florida students will have a mass transit
system to take them to their
classes, according to a report
in the UWF campus paper, The
Voyager.
The Escambia County
Transit system will run the
bus service, on a trial basis,
from Jan. 4 to April 30.
In July, the county received
a petition, signed by 50 to 60
UWF students, requesting a
solution to their transportation woes.
The county then decided to
run the trial program to determine if the student need existed.
According to Ray Croley,
Escambia County superintendent of mass transit, the base
fare for the shuttle service will
be 75 cents.

Student's dad wins Lottery

Authorities say it is a blow
to the anti-apartheid movement and that the 11 could
receive the death penlty.
All 11 were activists of the
United Democratic Front, a
huge multiracial coalition
formed in 1983.
The trial judge ruled that
the UDF was a "revolutionary
organization" that incited violence in black townships in
1984 in a pid to render South
Africa ungovernable.
Supreme Court Justice
Kees van Dijkhorst said the
men were the "conspiratorial
core" of the group and they
failed in their obligation to
"owe allegiance at all times" to
the state . .
"I'm shattered by the verdict," said Anglican Archbishop Desmond Tutu, a patron of the UDF.
Defense lawyers are expected to file an appeal after
sentences are issued. If the
appeal fails, blacks might respond with a "wave of rage"
said the Rev. Allan Boesak,
another patron of the group.

her to law school and made a quip
about buying her a Mercedes.
Sarah, 20, is a legal studies major
and her father was already paying her
tuition before the recent win. Now she
hopes, "I'll be able to go to Stetson
University for law school after I graduate from UCF next spring." Sar ah
lives with her father in a two-bedroom
condominium in Winter Garden. He
also reportedly plans to spend part of
the money on a new house in Central
Florida. "We'll probably stay in the
Winter Garden area, although we
haven't really talked about anything

The toast throwiTig began
at a 1984 game, when the students decided to respond literally to a line in "Drink a Highball"- "so here's a toast to dear
old Penn."
"Like fans at Rocky Horror
Picture Show, the students
decided to throw a piece of
toast instead of raising their
hands as if they held a glass,"
Steve Hurlbut, Penn's sports
information director, explained.
After security officers took
toast from some fans at the
Sept. 24 game, students began
writing protest letters, circulating a petition and even
threatening to pelt Penn President Sheldon Hackney with
toast at future games.
In response, William Epstein, Hackney's assistant,
finally announced there had
been a "communications failure.
We have no intent to try to
stop the toast tradition. We intended to stop people from
bringing frozen bagels."
Bagels, he said, are heavier
and could hurt people.

• TOAST THROWING

Students at University of
Pennsylvania football games
won the right to throw toast,
but net · bagels, · from the
stands.

• UCF THEATER

Sarcophagus, a play about
the Chernobyl nuclear disaster, by Sov1et playwright Vladimir Gubaryev, will be per-

SEE LOTTERY PAGE 5

formed Nov. 30 at 3 p.m. and
Dec. 1, 2 and 3 at 8 p.m. at the
UCF Theater. These performances mark the play's Florida
premiere. Tickets are $7. Call
275-2862 for reservations.
• EMPTY PARKING LOTS

UCF's parking lots will be
sealcoated and paint-striped
during Christmas Break, Dec.
1 7-Jan. 3.
All vehicles
will have to be removed from
the lots, but the inconvenience
will be minimized since only
one or two lots will be closed off
each day.
The UCF Police Department will be notified as to
which parking lots will be done
each day.
If any cars are left, they
will be towed and the student
will have to pay the towing fee
when they return.
For Christmas Break, any
students leaving their cars on
campus can leave their cars in
a temporary lot, such as Lot
200 next to the Wayne Densch
Sports Center, if necessary.
Compiled by Crickett Drake
and Lance Turner. Direct inquiries or submissions to The
Future News Office.
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The Holidays Are· Here ... So Stay Alive,

Don't Drink And Drive

Please make.your pledge to help save lives and win our school contest! So
stop at the kiosk or Wellness Center t~ sign your pledge.
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each year in alcohol-related aUto crashes 1n
the United States. That means one person
loses his or her life in an alcohol-related crash
every 20 minutes! Moreover, the alcoholrelated fatal crash rate of young drivers
befween the ages of 16 and 24 is three times
greater than that of older drivers.
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During the Holiday Season the rate of both
drinking and drMng often increases for
students, many of whom are going home to
relax. unwind and get away from the
pressures of school. You can help make this a
GREAT SAFE HOLIDAY BREAK by observing the
simple, common sense suggestions outlined
below.
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Questions?

Call
X5841

Student Govenlment has made
available FREE Student Phones Calls
Take advantage of the courtesy
phones for all of your local calls

GREAT SAFE HOLIDAY BREAK
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Approximately25,000peoplearekilled
each year in alcohol-related auto crashes in
the United States. That means one person
loses his or her IHe In an alcohol-related crash
every 20 minutes! Moreover, the alcoholrelated fatal crash rate of young drivers
between the ages of 16 and 24 is three times
~reater than that of older drivers.
During the Holiday Season the rate of both
drinking and driving often increases for
students, many of whom are going home to
relax, unwind and get away from the
pressures of school. You can help make this a
GREAT SAFE HOLIDAY BREAK by observing the
simple. common sense suggestions outlined
below.

•

THE GREAT SAFE HOLIDAY BREAK
PLEDGE CARD
l __________ a
student at _ _ _ _ _ _ __
hereby sign this pledge for a GREAT SAFE
HOLIDAY BREAK. During this Holiday Season, I
will not drink and drive; I will not ride in an
automobile with an alcohol or drug impaired
driver; and I will always buckle up my safety
belt.
Signed: - - - - - - - - - -

---------®
rLORIDll.!J

•

LocatedKIOSK

•

in the

LOCATIONS

@

-·-"-

Humanities & Fine Arts Building
Health & Physics Building
Student Services Building
Administration Building
Howard Phillips Hall
Student Government
Chemistry Building
Education Building
Computer Center II
. Biology Building
Student Center
Portables
Library
Theatre ·
Let Student Government
CEBA
Drop a Quarter For You

•

Ticketmaster is here!! I It's located in the
Kiosk. The Kiosk will have information
·and listings on scheduled performances and events and will also be able
to sell any Ticket Master programs and
seats.
For more information call.275-2060
Hours: Mon-Thurs: 9am-9pm
Fri: 9am-7pm •Sat: 10am-2prr1

'

•

•
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MORGAN
FROM PAGE 1

Wayfarers: $50.00
Street Neats: $54.00
• Gift wrap with purchase
• Gift certificates
• Layaway available
• Special prices for the holiday season
• Other styles available
DR. JOHN J. HAMMERLI,

after 23 years of teaching at
five different colleges."
Morgan also said he was
excited by the challenge he
foresaw working for the agricultural giant.
"I am honored to be brought
in as an outsider," he said.
Morgan noted that Duda is
essentially a family-operated
business.
His prime responsibility at
9442 E. COLONIAL• 282-5100
the company will be to change
the perception
L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.:..__ _ _ _ _ _ _-J culture,
he said.of Florida agri-

While many people know it
is Florida's second-largest industry, behind tourism, most
. are not aware of its full scope.
· ·
S t
Center UCF
Duda, which owns land in
Th e Navy Tra1rnng
ys ems
'
Florida, California and Texas,
Research Park, wants to hire three UCF
isinvolvedinanumberofagriStudents ma1·oring in either electrical or
cultural interests, including
cattle, sod and real estate.
Computer engineering for full-time CO-Op
A confessed private person,
·
·
d
t
Morgan recalled his parents,
positions both this spring an nex summer.
and paused, his chin visibly
OPTOMETRIST
Interested sophomores and juniors, US cititrembling, as he spoke of his
10279 E. COLONIAL DR.
"admiration" and "love" for his
zens, with a minimum 2.5 GPA may apply at parents, who were both teachORLANDO, FL
the UCF Cooperative Education Program
ers.
273-7370
He mentioned al!?O his love
office, Adm. Bldg., Room 128.
forhiswife,withwhomhewill
- - - - - - - -- - - - -- - --------t---::=============================================,--i soon be celebrating a silver
(25th) wedding anniversary.
Morgan said while he tried
to act a s a "funny man" and
"clown" in class, he was trying
to teach and bring a "love of
freedom" to his lectures. He
urged his students to "cherish
·
freedom."
Morgan also encouraged
his students to seek out knowledge. "If you seek know ledge,
you will never be bored," he
said.
He also recalled advice
given to him by one of his colIf y u wan to er at
me real excitement with
lege professors. "Never argue
yo ur bank r, com and join th exci m nt at th e new
with a fool, Tom.
T.G.l. Friday' in rland .
You have to get down on
We're op ning our do in the ~ ex t few. ~e k . Right
their level to do it." He also
n w, we ar hiring full- and part-time pos1t1ons for all
warned against going too far,
hif .
Live Bands -- Fri., Sat. & Sun.
saying "choose your windmills
TGI Friday' Inc. i th nation' leading casual
carefully."
re taurant. Join u · d make this your best year ever.
He finished with "goodbye
Social Hours
Appl in per on Monda · through Saturday 9am-6pm to
and
God bless you." The class
the ompri Hotel, 6 Palm Parkway, Lake Buena
2 for 1 Well• 50¢ Draft• 3.50 Pitcher
answered
with a long round of
Vista Florida. E E.
applause before being disMon. - Fri. 11AM-7 PM
missed.
Mon. -Thurs. 11 PM - 12 AM
Sat. & Sun. 7 PM - 9 PM
Munchies & Hors d 'oeuvres 4 PM - 7 PM

. N.T.S.C. Co-Op Jobs

do
something
greatforyour
bank account

•

Daily Drink Specials

•

Large Screen T.V.
Free Popcorn on Game Nights
50¢ Draft

•

Check Out the Deli
New Menu Items
Daily Lunch Specials
Open 7 Days 'til Closing

•

Check with us for coming events

Planning a Party?
Give us a call...
Special Orders--Special Rates

12247 University Blvd.

282• 2476..___~llwl.

LOTTERY
FROM PAGE3

_____.__.

yet," said Sarah.
She reflected on the recent
"shock," saying, "I guess now
I'll just stick with my Dad like
we always have. It's not going
to change me. I'll still be the
same person."
According to an article in
The Orlando Sentinel; Sarah
was the first to confirm that
her father had picked the winning combination.
He supposedly woke her up
on the following Sunday morning because he said, "I pinched
myself.
I thought I was
dreaming. I looked at it three
or four times, then I woke my
daughter up. She confirmed
it."
Campbell plans to retire
from his job as a packaging
supervisor at a citrus plant
and live off the $430,000 installments he will . receive
annually from the state.
Campbell is divorced and
has two other children, Charles Jr., 32, of Winter Garden
and Steven, 30, of Orlando.

;
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Wed. $2.75 Pitcher Beer• $2.75 Doz. Oysters '

Thurs. Free Omelet Bar 5-7pm • 2 for 1 Drinks
Live Entertainment: Jason Webb/
Buffet Show B:OOpm-Midnight
Fri. & Sat. Jason Webb Band 9:00pm-1 :OOam

677 •0197 ~!

~ The sanbar Restaurant

Cassleton Corners Shopping Plaza
1007 N. Hwy. 436

~O

\... North of Aloma on 436

COVER CHARGE~

-

S T.·U DE· NT
LEGAL SERVICES
Student Legal Services provides
students with assistance in selected
areas of law such as landlord/tenant,
consumer:, non-criminal traffic and
uncontested dissolusions. You can
receive attmney cosultation and representatio~ FREE OF CHARGE to
qualified students. Call 275-2538 or
stop by SC 210 for more information
or an appointment

.: · ~
HOBBYISTS
ENGINEERS
REPAIRMEN
STUDENTS
MANUFACTURE RS
EXPERIMENTERS
HAM OPERATORS
COMPUTER CLUBS ...

•/// .'li1i11("

·//Ym1, /},,1 'ff f//11 .'

Problems With ...
. • Landlords?
• Insurance?
·• Contracts?
•Police?

Need...
•A Will?
• .Natne Change?
• Uncontested ·

..;

1•1 ~

Diss-olu~ion?

ROT'AL OAK VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER
130 SOUTH S£MORAN BOULMRD
ORLAtmo FLORIDA 32807
PHONE: 407·249·2031

. Walk-by Registration has been increased to the following:
HOVB48ER 16 (W)
NOVEMBER 17 (R)
NOVOl8ER 18 (F)
NOVEMBER 21 (M)
NOVEMBER 22 (T)
NOVEHBER 23 (W)
NOVEMBER 28 (M)
NOTE: COHH~ITY

0900-1200
1600-1900
0900-1200
0900·1200
0900•1200
1300-1600
0900·1200
1600-1900
0900-1200
0900-1200
1300-1600
COU£CE ORIENTATION NOVEHSER 29 (T)

NOVEH8ER 29 (T)
NOVEMBER 30 ( W)
DECEMBER 1 (R)
DECEMBER 2 ( F)
DECEHBER 5 (H)
DECEJ1BER 6 (T)
DECEHBER 7 (W)
OECEHSER 8 (R)
OECDIBER 9 (F)

0900-1200
0900•1200
0900-1200
0900•1200
0900•1200
0900-l 200
0900·1200
0900-1200
0900-1200

1)00-1600
1300·1600

JANUARY It ( W)
DECREE-SEEK I NC STUDENTS (BY APPT.)
REGISTRATION CLOSED
DECREE-SEEK INO STUDENTS (BY APPT.)
FACULTY, STAFF, STATE EMPLOYEES ANO
NON ~DECREE SEEK I NG STUDENTS

0900-1200
1200-1300
1300-1900

1600- 1900

0900· 1200
1200•1300
1300•1800
1800·1900

NOTE:
When ENC 1101 & ENC 1102 ~lose, there will be
a waiting list for students who can't get into the
class; there will be no overrides. When someone
drops the class, the first .person on the waiting list
will be registered for ~ne class andGOVEthe .fee invoice
,v.~Slft· "r
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will be mailed.
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1300·1~

1300- 1600
1300-1600
1300-1600

Regular Registration will be only two days:
JANUARY 3 (T)
DECREE-SEEK INC STUDEHTS (BY A.PPT.)
REGISTRATION CLOSED
DECREE-SEEK I NC STUDENTS (BY APPT.)

•

1600•1900
1300-1600
1300-1600

When you need someone
to talk to~ .. We're here.
Call us.
Crisis Hotline
628-1227
Parent Hotline
628-1227
Survivors of
Suicide
628-1227
Teen Hotline
644-2027
Kids Hotline
644-2027
Offic·e
425-2624
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Vintage Costumes, Masks
and Accessories.

United Parcel Service
Take Advantage of an Opportunity

Paying for college is not an easy task. Even if you have student loan or your
parents are helping ou1, it is always nice to have some money in your bank
account for spending or saving.
These days finding a job can be such a hassle. Who has time to deal with
minimum wages, uncertain hours that change all the time, having to work what
seems like every weekend and working so many hours to make money, that
your grades suffer. There is a better way!
UPS has long been recognized as a leader in the small package delivery
business. We pay top wages that include benefits such as paid vacations and
holidays. These benefits are comparable to benefits that some full-time jobs
offer. Besides the pay, UPS offers considerably more. The steady, consistent
hours give stability to your schedule. The work shift that you select will allow
you to plan the courses you need without having to work weekends, so your
social life stays intact.

§

insurance costs from their
national chapters if they vioFROM PAGE 1
late drinking laws."
Koski maintained that frawe have more trouble," said ternities are more often the
victims of vandalism. HowMitchell.
To help fight the vandalism ever, McClendon blames interdorm residents have formed fraternity rivalry for the damRAVE (Residents Against a age to one of the soccer fields by
Vandalistic Environment). driving a car on it.
Hartzler, M~Clendon, SpinSome decrease in vandalism
has already been noticed in the nato and the Greek leaders all
agree on some basic causes of
dorms.
.
Fraternities have reputa- vandalism at UCF. Frustrations for wild parties, alcohol tion and alcohol lead the list.
abuse and vandalism; how- But the underlying reason for
ever, Danny Cone, graduate the vandalism is a general
adviser for fraternities, said disrespect for public property.
Another big problem is that
that reputation is not deserved
these days. ·
much damage appears to be
With higher drinking ages done by non-students. People
today, fraternities have to be come on the campus, often for
careful about drinking parties parties, and feel they can do as
they wish.
because of insurance.
"Fraternities are serious
It is clear that much of the
about preventing underage damage in dorms is done by
drinking at their parties," said outsiders because people vanMike Koski, the outgoing In- dalize things in front of the
ter-Fraternity Council presi- resident assistants. They
dent. "They cannot afford the have no idea who the RA's are.

VANDALISM

When interviewed, 9 out of 1O journalists state
that the one most impor.t ant factor considered
when hiring an employee is clips or previous
published stories.

Add to your portfolio by writing for The Central

Florida Future.
The News Department is looking for a few good
reporters. Contact Crickett at ext. 2865 or stop
by the editorial office for an application.

Y

ANDRE C. JAKUBOWSKI, M.D., P.A.
Obstetrics & Gynecology

Infertility & Laser Colopscopy

With First Oftl.ce Visit

FREE PAP
UPS offers a physical job that in fact gives you a work-out while you work. As
a student, time is very valuable and it's important to maximize your efforts and
time.

4063

;~~oyd;~~d

Rd.

- Suite 5 Winter Park, FL 32 792

&:

10% Discount for
Students

FOR APPOlNTMENT CALL

(407) 679-5533

What better job could suit your needs? Earn excellent wages with benefits to
match, get in shape, and work hours that allow you to fulfill your career goals
in school.

• UPS works through the UCF
Placem.ent office in accepting
applications for part time load·
ers and unloaders.
• Excellent pay • more than
DOUBLE MINIMUM WAGE
• Paid vacations and holidays.
• Work shifts·
4:30 A.M.
5:30 P.M.
10:30 P.M.
• For an interview appointment,
sign up in the Career Resource
Center (Admin. 124)
UPS is an Equal Opportunity Employer

Try something different. ..
Something Greek!
• Delicious Mediterranean cuisine
• Authentic Greek a~d Belly Dancing
Thursday Thru Saturday
• Now ...open for Lunch!

f- ___ _!505 E. Colonial

Dr.~rlando,Florid~ _ _ _ _

COUPON

"1
_J

2 Dinners for $9.95
or
2 For Lunch $6.95 ·
Mouss•1ka *Gyros* Souvlaki

it:,w OFFER~ i~~5-88
I

OLYMPIA
RESTAURANT

8

r:l~

* Pasticcio

W

_____________________ j

1
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UCF Women's Basketball
Coach Beverly Knight said. "It
FROM PAGE 3
[the fieldhouse] gives us the
tool we need to go out and atdesigned to expand to a tract the best athletes. It can
10,000-seat capacity.
be used as a weapon to fight
"We thought as long as it against Florida, Florida State
was designed in a way so that and other top schools for the
it would not cost more to make top players."
it expandable in the future,
Because three teams must
then it would be advisable to now use the UCF Gymnasium
build it that way," Osterhaus the women's basketball team
said. "But there are no plans · practices from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.,
for when we will expand it."
whilethemen'sbasketballand
The new facilities will help women's volleyball teams
the athletic program with practice from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
recruiting. High school ath"It makes for a long day with
letes will be able to see the class, study hall and weight
facilities they may play in.
training," Knight said. "The
"They [recruited athletes] players can't eat dinner in the
can see what the university is main cafeteria because of our
doing for the athletic program late practices."
instead of just hearing it,"
Knight said the new facility

FIELDHOUSE

would add flexibility to the
practice schedule as each team
would have its own practice
space.
"The new fieldhouse would
have enough practice area so
that all three teams could
practice at the same time if we
wanted to or needed to,"
Knight said. The track facility
will enable UCF to upgrade its
track program to NCAA team
status. The track program is
presently a club team and has
to travel to other colleges to
compete.
"It will give us an opportunity to get into a conference,"
Dr. Francisco Castro, UCF's
track coach, said. "We can
share facilities for meets so
that we don't have to travel all
the time."
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Date: November 21,22,23 Time: lOam - 4pm
Place: ~fi ~tttic
Sec your j°'lCIU Rcprcscn11civc foe Mnning dcW1s

"Lights to half-"

"Curtain up"
"Stand b to go .. :'
"Fade to black
and pick up on
3, 2, 1... Go:'
•

AND THEY THINK IT'S MAGIC.

DR~ Jot-tN J.

HAMMERu,.

Some might all thrm magician . But you knm better. Even o, aL \\all Di ne,
World Re ort, th peopl b hind th la er , h pecial !feet , the high t ch
lighting and ound r ally do creat magi for million upon milli n of p opt
every year. Th y'r mart. hard-working, immers din th intricaci of how bu ine
Some say they're magician . You know them a audio engineers, Jj_ghting
console operator ._ potlight op rator , FX t hnician . prop__!!, t chni ian and
~gehand . But th y r ally are ditli rent. Th y work wh r th r · magic in the air.
And you can too.
Disney magic is world famous. It' playing now in th Walt Di ney World
Resort. And the fun is just beginning. In 1989 w 'r adding to our world with
several new properties- ach a howca of back tage talent. Ther ' our new
DISNEY-MGM Studios' tour theme park, where guests will see Hollywood in its
heyday, and movie making of today. There' Plea ure Island, an extravaganza
of nighttime entertainment with club , theatres and pectacular .
And. of course, there's the legendary excitement of the Walt Disney World
MAGIC KINGDOM Park, EPCOT Center and Resort Hotels-where you'll find la ers
and pyro, lightshows and soundstages, music, dance and song like nowhere el e
in this part of the universe.
Magic? Maybe. But first it's a lot of hard work. Rewarding work. And it's
available to experienced technicians right here at the Walt Disney World Resort.
We want to hear from you. Send your resume to: Walt Disney World, General
Employment/Stage Technicians, P.O. Box 10,000, Lake Buena Vista, FL 32830.

..

OPTOMETRIST
NEARUCF .
1027~

E. ColONIAL DR .
. . ORLANDO, FL ·'
273-7370 .

Walt; IVlisney World
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

549 W. lAICE MAAv BLVD.

© 1988 The Walt Disney Company

. I.ME MARY, fl

..

321.7417
"

.
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DE-FATTING YOUR FOOD
How To Reduce Fat Intake
Most nutritionists agree that we should obtain no more
than 30% of our daily calories from fat For a person who
normally consumes 2,000 calories a day, that's about 600
calories from fat sources. When you consider ~t just
one tablespoon of mayonaise contains about 100 calories
from fat, you can see how quickly fat calories can add up.
The following tips are designed to heJp you "de-fat" your
food for better nutritional health.

PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

281-5841
COMMONLY EATEN SOURCES OF CHOLESTEROUFAT•

ac:rum 1w.11111 .....1

X Use mustard instead of mayonaise or butter on
sandwiches.

X

flJ
1112
29.1

~ loWbl ma n ""''

18.3

94
4.7

7.1

2.4

4~

Use pureed or blenderized fruit as a spread for toast
rather than butter.

.....,_ Chetse IV. CUlll

....
-.......,.., -·
,,..

hlJOlt
buntf 111!11

alllM-

X

Use non--stick pans for "frying" foods rather than
cooking in oil.

X

Choose low-fat versions of your f:avorite dairy
products.

X
X

27
OD
OD
OD

_,

"""""'

--11

lritf~-

4350
21U
106!
1134
134
12-4

chttstlJI. ,...r1•111I

,.__,

Avoid commercial baked goods that often derive as .
much as 50% of their total calories from fat sources.
Sautee foods in broth or wine (the alcohol will bum
off) instead of butter or oil.

X

Season salads with lemon, lime, herbs, or home-made
dressings made from Jow-f:at yogurt

X

Eat smaller portions of foods that are traditionally
high in fat.

X
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Experiment with your favorite recipes-try reducing
added fats by half.

By Karen Wedner

231
ll

whole ma n - ·
hifd-.11C111

X Moderate your intake of nuts. seeds, and nut butters
-while they are good sources of protein. they are
also high in total fat content
)(

C~eclc food labels carefully-if f:ats or oils appear high
on the list of ingredients, you can. assume that the
product derives most of i1s calories from f:aL
CJ

..........-..-

ARTS & SCIENCES

THE21stSTUDENTSENATEREPORT
November 15, 1988
7th Session

MEASURES UNDER CONSIDERATION

OAF/C&O FUNDING

BILLS
21- 70 Revisions to Finance Code: This Bill revises the Student Government finance code
(Toutiklan. remains In OAF)
21-11 Revisions to Section Statutes. This Biil revises the Election StaMes for the area
campuses. (Fair. Remlns In E&A)
RESOLUTIONS
21-10 Support of A.E. Booklet This Resolution calls for the publlcatton of academic
evaluations. (.Santos. referred to SPR)
21-12 Regarding Smoking Policy at UCF: This Resolution calls for the enforcement of
building smoking policies. (Joseph. referred to SPR)

"Your club or organization Is
eligible to receive funding for office
supplies. conference registration
fees. and other special projects. To
request funding. stop by the SG
offices and complete one of the
request for funding forms <ind return
to Dan Pelletier. Lori Dickes or Fred
Schmidt.

MEASURES VOTED ON AT TH IS MEETING
BILLS
21-09 Funding Harvest Festival at the Arboretum : This Bill allocates $570 toward the cost
of this event. (Schmidt.passed 28-Y. 2-N. 1-A)
21-12 Funding for Intramural Football Champions: This Bill allocates $.1060 to the male &
female flag football champs. (Miranda. passed by acclamation)
21-13 Funding tor Picnic Tables: This Bill allocates $945 for the purchase of campus
tables. (Laing. passed by acclamation)
21-14 Funding for Mocktall Party: This Bill allocates $750 to be used for on alcohol
awareness party. (Schmidt. passed by acclamation)
RESOLUTIONS
21-11 Congratulating the UCF Ski Team: This Resolution recognizes the Ski Team.
(Pelietler.passed by acclamation)
•• Legislation In Committee Is Introduced by Senators. and Is not finalized until the full Senate votes.

MISCELLANEOUS
The Senate would like to wish everyone a great and safe
Thanksgiving Holiday break!

SENATE COMMlrrEES

OAF
C&O

WR
SPR
EA

SENATE MEETINGS
Students are Invited to attend all
Senate meetings. and to express
any Ideas or problems that they
feel the Senate should work on.
Senate meetings are held on
Tuesdays@ 3:30 In the University
Dining Room.

STUDENTS
If you have any comments. questions or concerns about the Senate Report, or any leglslatlon,
please contact Fred Schmidt
x219l or In SC 151.

review and amend all Legislation before It Is brought for a hearing before the full Senate. The following
are descriptions of. and the time and day of the committee meetings:

organizations, Appropriations and Finance: This committee reviews all changes to the Rnance Code and any legislation
requesting funding .
Wednesdays O 1:00 pm. In the Senate Conference Room
Clubs and Organizations: This committee decides whether a club receives funds for Office SUpplies/ Advertising or
Conference Registration.
Fridays a01 :00 p.m. In the Senate Conference Room
LegislaHve Judlclal and Rules: This committee reviews leglslatoln to change the Constitution. StaMes or Rules and
Procedures.
Fridays O 11 :00 a.m. In the Senate Conference Room
Services and Publlc RelaHons: This committee reviews an non-funding leglslatton which deals with Student Government
servtces. as well as Local. State. and National Issues which directly relate to the students of UCF.
Mondays O 4:00 p.m. Jn th• Senate Conference Room
EJecHont and Appointments: This committee reviews all student GoverrYnent Appolntmen11. and makes recommendat!ons for changes tot he Section statutes.
Wednesdays• 5:00 p.rn. In ltlePolk Hal Lounge.

Mo-Present~ eriough iiformatlon/unobkt to decide)

M--Abstoln Ccontllct of i'lteresl)

Y-Yes

N-No

- ~ Mvtit1'aemen;

Matt Boucher
Barbara Papaleo
Richard Zucaro
Lori Dickes ·
Dana Boyte
Jason DISona
TOM JOSEPH
David Mann
Scott Bowen
Jay Taylor
Suzanne Loftin
Chris Bordinaro

BUSINESS
Liz Swanson
Phil Cristello
KATHY JONES
Travis Gunder
Dan Pelletier
OPEN SEAT
Chris Toutiklan
James Speake
JOE FERRARI
Jeannie Draper
EDUCATION

Fred Schmidt
Diane Kearney
Kelly Wiggins
Jeff laing
OPEN SEAT
Lisa Schmidt

ENGINEERING
Fernando Santos
JAMIE COX
JORGE CADIZ
Brian Franklin
JERRY SUITER
Sean Brannan
Nick Evangelo
JEFF EBERLE

HEALTH
Susan Hackett
Cheryl Jensen
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LIBERAL STUDIES
OPENSEAl
Andy Worrall

AT-LARGE
Gordon Miranda

BREVARD
Cothy Taylor
DAYJONA
DenlSe Far

p y y y y p

p y y y y p
A - - - · -A

~ Q!l.A.AfOO-

Mchelle Romard
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DIRECT
FROM
THE .
COMEDY
ZONE
Chip Flatow

Dave Miller

'

Chip has been a performer for over 20 years and
spends about 80 percent of his time on the road.
When not on the road, he makes his home in
Bandera, Texas.
Chip has appeared on
Showtlme's national Loft Off and In a number of
commercials as well as Industrial and
instructlonal videos. He recently completed his
third music/comedy album and Chip Is currently
working on a book. He has also headlined at
comedy clubs In every major city east of the
Rockies, as well as a large number of colleges
and universities.

-

-

-

NOVEMBER22
8 & 10 PM

SAC

One of the "NEW BREED" of young comics from
Florida.Dave has also worked comedy clubs and
tours throughout Florida. He has also appeared
at clubs In New York City, Long Island, New
Jersey, Georgia, and Pennsylvania. To date, his
most exciting appearance came as he was
"crowned" winner of the 1987 South Florida Leff
Off Contest at the comedy corner In West Palm
Beach. He lost appeared at UCF in 1985 and Is
looking forward to returning.

-

( THIS WEEK IN THE Student Activities Center
.THURSDAY

24

FRIDAY

25

SATURDAY

26

SUNDAY

27

MONDAY

28
FREE

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

30

1

·29
KNIGHT
of
comedy
with
FRED KLETT
JEFF BARREIT

DANCEi
DANCE II
DANCE Ill
9pm-1am

AND
STEVE
KLEM PEL

AGAINST
ALL
ODDS

AS SEEN AT

BONKERS

7p.m. & 9p.m.

free

Free with
Student I.D.

7pm
and
9pm

·~ .
/ ~-:\ . ·

t~

Free with
Student I.D.

8pm
and 10pm

OTHER EVENTS IN THE STUDENT CENTER
• in the SCA
.l'1UTCRAC~ER SUITE, DEC 11,
2&7pm
LIMITED SEATING--TIC1KETS AT KIOSK STUDENTS FREE!

FREE
MOVIE: ·
WILLOW
7pm
and
9pm

•
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FINANCIAL AID
FROM PAG,E 1

7124 Aloma •Winter Park• (407) 677-4299

Catering to the Gay Male .
Picture ID
Required
No Cover
We Are a Gay Bar With Full Liquor

NOTICE
The Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services hereby
gives notice of its intention to make claom against a bond posted pursuant
to Florida law for the benefit of certain members of the health studio known
as:
Alafaya Square Fitness Center
a/k/a/ T.H.E. Power Fitness Center
12285 University Boulevard
Orlando, Florida 32817
Members having claims against it may file a notarized proof of claim,
enclosing a copy of contract and supporting evidence, and proof of
payment (required), with the Department's Division of Consumer Services, 508 Mayo Building, Tallahassee, Florida32399-0800, by December
31, 1988, containing the following information:

Name:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.Phone:L_)_ _ __
Address:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
City:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State:
Zip:_ __ _
Date of Contract:
Ending Date:_ _ _ __
Amount Due Club:
Amount Paid:- - - - Amt Refund Claimed
Soc. Sec. No.:_ _ __ _
(Member's Signature)
Sworn to and subscribed before me this_ _day of____, 1988.
SEAL
(Notary Public)
Florida Department of Agriculture & Consumer Services
Doyle Conner, Commissioner

When Reed was asked if he
had said the processing of
National GSL's should · be
stopped , he responded,
"Absolutely not."
Rick Goodenough, former
director of financial aid, said,
"We weren't told that we were
to stop processing Guaranteed
Student Loans all together,
but we were told to cease and
desist the processing of student loans with national guarantee agencies."
The reason for the decision
to discontinue using national
guarantors can be found in a
letter from Gwyndolyn L.
Francis, director of financial
aid from the University of
South Florida. The letter,
dated Aug. 29, was addressed
to Richard T. Lutz, director of
the Office of Student Financial
Assistance at USF. USF was
unhappy with the service ofits
state contractor, Educational
Data Systems .
Francis said, "When EDS
first took over the processing
during the summer, we experienced a high er than normal
level of rejected applications
due to their internal
edits ... Although the volume of
loans is much smaller during
the summer, a number of students have had to request late
disbursements because of the
processing problems at EDS."
The problem of rejected
applications continued to the
'88-89 school year, Francis

said.
Fifth and Fourteenth constituFrancis a dde d, "While ti onal amendments, the
many students have been Higher Education Act ofl 965,
given deferments and/or short and even the Supreme Court
term
loans
to
meet case Law v. Nichols, 414 U.S.
immediate school expenses, 563 (197 4) are being violated
we are becoming concerned by this course of action.
that GSL funds might not arNicholson added, "Your dirive even by the late payment rective and the ac~ions you
or short term.loan deadlines." have imposed upon the Florida'.
USFhas not been distribut- schools are in direct violation
ing the loan applications of any of Federal law and expose your
national guarantee agency office and the schools to legal
since Oct. 18 as a result.
action ... If this interpretation,
Goodenough said, "I typi- i.e., that the Florida agency is
cally take a student stand on the only guarantor which can
issues .. .I was concerned that do business in the state, is
our students might not have acted upon, a full legal chalmoney the first day of classes." lenge will result."
Goodenough recommended
USA Funds feel it has inthat UCF use USA Funds be- vested a lot of time and money
cause it is much more efficient in Florida and is not about to
and costs less than the state let that fade away. R e e d
agencies. A graduate student informed Nicholson he had not
borrowing $7,500 will pay a instructed the State Univerguarantee fee of$225 to a Flor- sjty System to refuse to accept
ida agency and $60 to USA or process applicatios of any
Funds.
guarantee agency when they
USA Funds is not taking are completed and submitted
well to the possibility that it by the student.
may no longer be able to do
He added that," ... the
business in Florida.
Commissioner of Education
Roy A Nicholson, chairman did not state, nor intend to
and chief executive officer of imply, that the Florida DeUSA Funds, wrote to Reed, partment of Education is the
"United Student Aid Funds, only guarantor which can do
Inc. respectfully requests that business in this state.
you reconsider your proposal.
"I wish to make it clear that
Termination of USA Funds' the SUS will not assist naactivities in Florida would tional guarantors with their
constitute a grave disservice to marketing efforts ... this means
the students. The interests of that SUS institutions will not
the students should not be sac- distribute the applications or
rificed to the demands of a marketing materials of guarstate agency which has been antee agencies other than the
unresponsive to their needs." Florida Department of EducaNicholson added that the tion."

PRESENTS

• SPEED - READ •

A Special Gift for the Man in Your Life

UPTO

One 8xl 0 glamour or boudoir portrait and 4 wallets or the

1000 WORDS PER MINUTE

NEW EYE FIXATION EXERCISE DEVICE
DO ES IT FOR YOU
PRACTICE 5 MINUTES A DAY

11

'J0ia&;;l~YJ!111•1'D
You have seen us on PM Magazine. and read about us in
The Sentinel. Isn't it about time for your Illusion?

Call us at:

898-0086

to arrange your appointment or see samples
ILLUSIONS STUDIO • 1033 E. Montana St. • Orlando FL 32803

FOR JUST SEVEN DAYS, AND YOUR
READING SPEED JUMPS FROM
300/400/500 W.P. M . TO l 000

WITH ALMOST TOTAL

•COMPREHENSION •

--------------------

TO ORDER • SPEED - READ • SEND $1 .00 CASH/CHECK

TO: (T.D. STRAND) PARMASTER SCIENCE CO.
BOX 267 PORT ANGELES, WA 98362
,......
<(

NAME

C')

ICf)
UJ
I_j

ADDRESS

_J

0

0'.J

CITY

ST.-ZIP

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE· SENT lST CLASS MAIL

12269 University Boulevard (across from U.C.F.)

UCF
Knight
Specials

:i: ~·: : ~i:~:~:~: :m1m11:: : 1:!:1: : :~1: : H1: : : : 1[1 ~:1: : :~: :1a1v1t111;: !: : ~: : : :~:H~i!:l:m~: ~: :~i;1:~ii;nu11~~:1:~1~1~:1ml:l::
5p.m. - lOp:m.

$1.00
Imports

3p.m. - 6p.m.
All You Can Eat

50¢ Slice and
. Buy One
Pitcher
Get One Free

lla.m. - 2p.m.

Brunch·
All You Can Eat

$4.95

,

•

Don't ·take BOR's
proposed tuition
hike lying down

• ,

ti

Let's talk tuition.
Consider for a moment that in order to pay tuition
for a four-year college degree, Florida students are
working at least one job on the side (averaging about
30-40 hours a week) for an average of five years.
Four years ago, students paid to put themselves
through the same universities to earn the same
degrees in four years or less.
This, we assumed, was why the Board of Regents
decided not to raise tuition last year.
But the latest development in the tuition situation
is that the BOR is making up for lost time.Now it has
decided to raise tuition 14.7 percent next year.
Why is this?
Well it is true that enrollment in Florida schools
continues to grow and that a need for more funding is
there.
It is also true that schools in other states have the
same problem. However, those states are not raising
tuition.
Instead, they are funding their state universities
with state money.
When this was tried in Pennsylvania, for example, $4.43 million was allotted, allowing a $52
tuition cut per student.
What a novel idea!
George Herbert Walker Bush has done a wonderIn fact,just last year, Gov. Bob Martinez backed a ful job with this ole boy because in less than 10 weeks
services tax that would have provided millions of he'll be president of these United States and it won't
dollars for Florida's schools (and fairly truced big bother me a bit.
businesses at the same time.)
I can remember a time about a year ago when I
The only problem is that in Florida, taxes look bad, told my wife, "if George Bush becomes president I'm
especially to big businesses. So when they screamed, living in Europe." Then over this past year the
Gov. Martinez backed down.
Then came the nomination and George Bush
president-elect and his propaganda team have
Now we are left with the results of his retreat.
stroked the tubes and airways of America and suc- showed his gentle side. He spoke of a "thousand
Joan Ruffier, chair of the BOR, said, "If you look at cessfulJy endeared himself to us; at least to me.
points oflight" that any ex-acid head could recognize
Florida's tuition, it's one of the lowest in the country,
The turning point was an allegedly impromptu and said he wanted a "more gentle, kinder America."
so we have a lot of catching up to do." This is a interview with the candidate and his wife, Barbara,
Amen, I thought, wondering exactly what interfrightening statement coming from the chair of the standing together, arms wrapped about each other, pretation of"gentle" and "kind" an ex-CIA chief could
BOR. Is this the only reason she could give? And in front of a seafront background. After the inter- have. The nail in the coffin of Bush's old spineless
what is "a lot" of catching up?
view, George and Barbara turned and strolled away wimp image came when I learned he liked country
Denver Stutler, president of the student body, from the camera and, maybe 20 feet away, the music and Mexican food.
says that the increase works out to about $3. 75 more Republican candidate lofted his left leg and, swingrm here to tell you if you listen to country music
per credit hour. But no matter how you look at it, it ingit across his thin rump, kicked his bounteous wife and eat spicy Mexican food, there's no way you can be
will still cost students more to go to college next year. smack dab in the rear. Immediately, Barbara swung either spineless or wimpy.
The Florida Student Association has at least taken her left arm back and thumped her husband emWhen I entered the voting booth election day, I was
a step in the right direction in proposing to return the phatically on his rump.
100 percent comfortable with George Bush. I closed
money generated by the increase to students in the
After this, I paid close attention to Barbara Bush the curtain, took out my trusty pen and wrote in Andy
form of financial aid and student support systems and it became clear to me that anyone married to this Campanaro for president and Janean Campanaro for
(such as counselors and testing programs).
woman had to have backbone; moreover, he had to be vice president.
But this is only a start. If we want to keep tuition a "real person," whatever that euphemism means
I rnigh t be comfortable with George and Barbara,
from rising even higher in the future, and possibly these days.
but rm not stupid!
curb the hike proposed for next year, we have to
protest.
If you don't want to passively let the hike go into
effect, at least be heard. Drop a letter to the editor
here at T~ Central Florida Future if you are on • MORE BUCKS FOR JOCKS
ing education. However, they have early 1900s that had successful
campus, or mail it to us at:
agreed to a fee increase, but feel, as athletic programs. This helped to
P.O. Box 25000 UCF
we do, that a lessor increase should enable the academic aspects of
Editor:
Orlando, Fla. 32816
these schools to excel in the foreThe following statements re- be assessed to them.
We'd like to hear what you have to say. And, if we flect my thoughts and opinions in
Main and South Orlando cam- front of education. This process is
get enough letters, we'll send them to the FSA so it voting for the proposed rate in- pus students talcing six or more accomplished in two ways.
can hear you too.
First, athletic boosters often
crease for the athletic department. credit hours are being asked to
The $16 flat fee has been rolled increase their support to the sports donate money to the academic
into the per credit hour fee in order department by increasing the fee aspects of institutions when they
~he Central Florida Future
are educated of the school's needs.
to alleviate unfair assessment of total by $2.50 per credit hour.
P.O. Boit 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
Benefits
of
this
increase
include
Examples are buil~ings constudents
who
take
longer
than
Business Office (407) 275-2601, News Office (407) 275-2865
four years to attain a degree. The some obvious ones such as free structed and chairs created at
proposed method enables stu- admission to all sporting events, schools across the country. SecEditor in Chief
dents to take as little or as much strengthening UCF's competitive ondly, students benefit by a
Leslie Jorgensen
time as they wish to graduate and position in all sports in which we school's high visibility creating a
pay an equal amount as a student participate, moving up to division higher demand for its graduates.
I-AA in football and having better This hypothesis justifiably infers
Managing Editor
Dave Schlenker
attaining a degree in four years.
Deputy Managing Editor
Based on multiple reasons, a athlete support services.
that successful athletic programs
Definite intangible benefits in- are extremely potent marketing
I Design
R. Scott Horner reduced increase is proposed for
News Editor
Crickett Drake
the Daytona and Brevard cam- clude increased school spirit and tools available.
Sports Editor
Paul Owers puses. This action is supported by pride by attending sporting
For those of you who have
Kristen Sweet Student Government Resolution events. Another benefit not often taken the time to appear before
Conf~tti Editor
Copy Editor
Benjamin 8. Markesan
20-40. The proposed increase for considered is the very real phe- this committee to express your
Photo Editor
Angie Hyde these campuses is $1.25 per credit nomenon of increased value being concern for an apparent rise in the
Production Manager
Kasha Kitts hour, which is 50 percent of the placed on a degree earned from a cost of your education, I wish for
increase for main and South prominent university. Successful you to take a long-term view of
Orlando campus students taking athletic programs help to cultivate what is .being proposed. This can
six or more credit hours per prominent universities. Doubt of and should be viewed as an investBusiness Manager
Joe Teneriello
semester. This discount i's based this benefit can be rebutted by ment in your future. School-spirit
Jim Hobart . mainly on logistics for the full- comparing the starting salaries and pride are increased now, and
Ad Production Manager
Classified Manager
Scott Pruitt
time students at the area cam- offered to Harvard and Yale gradu- your future earnings potential is
puses. The students taking five or ates to the offers extended to Uni- increased from here on out.
Opinions expressed In Tiu Ce"'ral FloridaF11111u are those of the editor orwrllerand not
less hours are predominantly versity of South Florida graduates.
necessorlly those of the Boord of Publications. University Administration, or Board of
Regents. Letters to the Editor mus1 be typed and Include the author's signature,
Jeffrey Shahin
graduate
students taking a class Harvard and Yale are just two
major and phone number. Letters are subject to editing and become the copyor two for certification or continu- examples of universities in the
Athletic Fee Review Committee
righted property of the newspaper. The Centro/ Florida PM11<rc Is a free. non-profit, 1wlce
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• ACADEMIC STATUS

by Steven Polinsky

by Rodriguez

THESE YEARS

U.C.F.

Education

Building
+-

... No, I'm glad it's Thanksgiving break.
This place is batty!

THE

1988-89
University of
Central Florida
Student/Faculty/Staff

.Direct.o ry

IS-HERE!
Pick one up at the
KIOSK today!

Thanksgiving Holiday
Typing Room & Kiosk
Close: Wednesday November 23 at 5pm
Reopen: Monday, Novem_ber 28 at 9am

Christmas Holiday
Kiosk will close December 5 at 5pm and
reopen January 5 at 9am
Typing Room will close December 16 at
5pm and reopen January 5 at 9am
No Discount Tickets Available During Break!

HAVE A SAFE AND HAPPY
THANKSGIVING

@

-·--

FROM. STUDENT
GOVERNMENT

I

'

·..

I

~
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Student Veteran Association
The Student Veteran Association of UCF will
be open for membership for next term. If you
wish to know more about the SVA, please
Contact Doug at 2707. We are a open club.
Everyone welcome.

Comics Buyer's Gulde. Every Issue for the STUDENTS NEEDED
last three years. $20.00. Call Ben, 293-2722
TO advertise for; Roommates, For Sale,
or 275-2865.
Autos.Personals, Lonely Heart's, etc. Just
$.75 per line for Students, Faculty, and Staff.
Stop by the Future bus. office, M-F 8-4:30 or
call Scott x2601.

Mama Mial UCF has an Italian Club. Everybody is welcome. Meeting:Tues. Nov. 29,
12:00: SC 211. For more info, call Zeke at ext.
2191 or Dr. Cervone at ext. 5375.

Mothers helper needed for 3 small children.
Mon-Fri, Jan-Apr. Rm/board an option.
Weekly pay. Mother at home. References.
Call 679-4446.

Alpha Tau Omega

Christmas Formal is coming up Dec. 3, make
sure your money is in by the 27th. See Steve
T. for all details. Thanks to all the Alumni and
everyone else who participated In the Alumni
football game Sunday, and congratulations to
the "Thundering Herd" for their victory!
Everyone have a great Thanksgiving I

2 bdrm/2 bth Duplex, w/d hookup lg storage
rm. 5 min. from UCF. 875-1131.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Congrats to all the new neophytes and I hope
everyone has a great Thanksgiving. A few of
us will be in Sarasota watching the Noles beat
the Gators on the tube, so come on down it you
want I guess I should apologize to all of our
new Zeta-men. Congrats to you guys and I'm
proud of you . That's enough cheese.
Sigma Phi Epsilon

Congratulations to the new exec. board. Lil'sis
v-ball tonight vs. LCA Iii' sis. Congrats to Jeff
C., Jeff H. and Brian K. for banquet awards
and to Andy for his retreat award.
Phi Theta Kappa

Don't forget our next meeting Nov. 27, 7 p.m.
in SC 211. AA onentation is Nov. 29. All those
who volunteered to help be at the auditorium
at7am.

Female roommate wanted for apt. Private
bdrm/ bth, 5 miles from UCF on Alafaya trail.
$225. /mo. plus 1/2 utilities. Call Lorraine 3658369 or 28,·3022.
Roommate wanted to share 3 bdrm/2 bth
house. Private bdrm!bth, 8 miles from UCF on
Howell Branch, Winter Park. $200 + 113 utilities. 677-5860 Natalie.
UCF student seeks 2non-smoklng students to
share lrg. 4 bdrm house on lake. $215 mth + 1/
3 utilities. Call Ann 321 -2942 or Jerry at 6953507.

Can you buy Jeeps, Cars, 4x4's Seized in
drug raids for under $100.00? Call for facts
today. 602-837-3401 ext. 1H

Government Homes from $1 (u-repair).
Delinquent tax property . Repossessions. Call
805-687-6000 ext. GH4628 for current repo
list.

Reliable,
Graphic·
minded,
Creative,
and in need
of MONEY?
Paid position
available:
Ad Production
Assistant

Call X2865
Ask for Jim

SaleslEntrepreneur
Earn

$26,000(part-ume)
a year.
Interested? Call
Rick at 875-6900.

Condo- Lg 2 bdrm/2 bth, by owner, below cost.
Extras. Prime location. $57.500. 273-2652.

Uc6

CINEMA
12255 UNIVERSITY
ACROSS

FROM

Laser printed resumes $10. 658-1163.
Resumes and cover letters.
Designed/ revised/ typed- 657-0079.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF Campus
All types of student documents. Same day
service available. IBM letter quality word processing.
Fast• Professional • Accurate
WORDMASTEAS 277-9600

..
ABORTION SERVICES
Local or IV Sedation. Early Pregnancy Test
Morning-after treatment Confidential, Private. Woman-owned. A special approach to
health care. Birth Control Center 422-0606
1030 Herman Avenue, Orlando. Near Rt. 436
and Hwy 50.

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick, professional service. Free revisions.

UC F's oldest typing firm. Same day and weekend service. VISA & MASTERCARD. Over

18,300 satisfied students and 4 grouches.
671-3007

Mike-Hope you have a great Thanksgiving I! C
To the gentlemen in Seminole room 216-We
obvisously know where you are al Keep the
explosives inside! We are watching you I The
Campus Police

IRON EAGLE II - PG

Exclusively specializing in

BLVD.

"AFRICAN FOODS

UCF •277-1454

Stockfish, G(:lri, Elubo, fgusi, _Dried Shrimps, Titus Sardines
and FABRICS
Adire, Aso Oke, Brocade, Danslukis--ready made or to order
12203 Coral Reef Drive • Orlando, FL 32826
(Corner Alafaya Trail) • (407) 281-7731

ALL SEATS
TODAY $1.50

*NO $1.60 SPECIAL FOR THIS FEATIJRE

MOTEL

other
Dream of Flying? Private pilot in one month.
Pleasure or future business, career. $400
GUARANTEED instruction + $1300 plane
rent. 40 hour. Pay as you go. Advanced train·
Ing also offered. Call Lee 281-8412.

Afcaam Marketing Inc.

CHILD'S PLAY'- R
2: 15-4 15-6 15-8: 15-10 15
"1969" - R
2:20-4:30-7 15-9:30

LANO BEFORE TIME - G
2.05-4 05-6·05-8 05-10:05
2:00-4:00-6:00-8:00-10.00

Typing, word processing 275-6210.

Instructors: End chalkdusc fallout! Lecture
slides and 1ransparenoes. Custom designed
and produced Call 407-644-4836.

Must selll Graduating in December. Student
desk, exc. cond $35. Bookshelf rack, white,
new $15. Call 380-0249 alter 6.30 p.m.

Are You

Students needed to clean homes. Hours to fit
schedule. call 699-1636.

Typist. 20+years experience. Attenti.on to
detall and mechanics. Susie 273-2300, 9-5,
647--4451 after 6 p.m.

Is ltTrue You Can Buy Jeeps for $44 through
the U.S. government? Get the facts today!
Call 1-312-742-1142.

Water bed, perfect cond., king size with headboard, all accessories and extras induded.
Please call 380..£587 anytime. $150.00 firm.
Toastmasters
Communicate with confidence I Learn the formula for success! Come to TOASTMAS.
TEAS and see how. Weekly meetingsThurs., Sam, ED238. F0< more info call 2754241.

CHEMIST- Full-Time or Part-Time. Entry
level, BS Chemist or student majoring in
Chemistry, Physics, or Mechanical Engineering to perform physical and mechanical measurements on polymers and assist in other research areas. Salary commensurate with experience. Please contact Scott Allen at 8575201 .
Easy Workl Excellent Pay I Assemble prod·
ucts at home. Call for information. 504-6418003 Ext. 2568.

Movie Fans ... Join our Theater Team. AMC
Pleasure Island 10.
Now hiring positions. Very flexlble hours.
Competitive wages . Free movies. Call 3515491. For more In

Tau Kappa Epsilon

Congrats to our sweetheart! We had a blast on
Friday! Have a good restful Thanksgiving .

2 bdrm/2 bth Duplex home close to campus.
Washer/dryer and ceiling fans. $425 mo. Call
Jeff at 834-82n or 831-6346.

Excellent word processing - 366-0538.

OVIEDO LODGE
Ethel & Bob Fayette
Managers

Downtown, close to everything
Special rates for guests at
weddings and other events
148 N. Central, Oviedo. Florida
365-5276

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
COUPON
:
••
-~L!CTllC ClltCU&
:
••
•• Get 2 Tokens for the price of 1 ••
With This Coupon
••
•••
Howell Square
Goldenrod Square
•• Lake
•
1271 State Rd. 436
4084 North Goldenrod Rd. •

:

.
•

Casselberry, Florida

• NEXT To UNITED ARTISTS

CINEMA

Winter Park, Florida
NEXT To Purr

ONEMA

.
•

•
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Kemmer. Kemmer averaged
11.2 points per game from her
FROM PAG E 16
guard position. Sophomore
Nina Nunes scored eight
added playing experience and points and six rebounds an
outing last season.
leadership," Knight said.
"They [Kemmer and Nunes]
Another newcomer who
Knight praised was sopho- have done a good job in pracmore Brinda Green. Knight tice and are working hard,
called Green the surprise of battling for playing time,"
Knight said.
the season so far.
Sophomore Charmaine Cox
"Brinda will be directing the
team from the point guard and junior Deirdre Williams
position," Knight said. "She are the other two returning
will be an interestingplayerto players. The added depth also
gives the team another advanwatch."
Knight added that fresh- tage.
"We will be able to show a lot
men Yolanda Rhodes and Pattie Goetschius have handled of different looks and combinathe transition from high school tions," Knight said. "We can
play a tall lineup, quick lineup
to Division I well.
Leading the four returning or a power lineup which is a
players is junior Kacie great coaching advantage."

WOMEN

Alafaya Woods-2-Bedroom,
••.
2-Bath Apartments
Ideally located near UCF, the
+

•

.

Quadrangle and other major
employers, Alafaya Woods is
apartment living that feels like home! With unique singJe-family home floor
plans for maximum comfort, Alafaya Woods features exciting extras such as:

their senior season. Senior Pat
Crocklin, the team's only
FROM PAGE 16
• 3 Swimming Pools
three-year letterman, was
• 4 Racquetball Courts
UCFs leading scorer as a
• 2 Tennis Courts
taining to the fans."
freshman and sophomore.
Despite the tough opening
Bob Blackwood, who
• Basketball Courts
act,
Carter
is
excited
about
the
started
in 27 games last sea• Volleyball Court
team.
Part
of
his
excitement
son,
Edsel
Bester, Travis Blue,
• Screened Porches/
stems from the addition of five Jeff Davis and Michael Boles,
Balconies
freshmen -Vernon Pickney, who was redshirted last year,
• Deluxe Kitchen Appliance
Lorenzo Lockett, Ken Leeks, round out the returnees.
Packages
Andre Green and Ken Fogle. .
"We have more size this
Pickney, a 5-foot-5 All- year and be able to match up
• Separate Dining Room
American point guard from better," Carter said. "We will
• Washer / Dryer Hook-ups
N
Ocala Vanguard, averaged 20 also be able to play people at
• Wall-to-Wa11 Carneting
points
and five assists a game their natural positions since
Colonial Or. (Hwy. 501 to Alafaya
• Mini Blinds, Verticals or Draperies
Trail. nor1h to Ala1aya Woods 81\ld.,
his
senior
season. The 6-foot-9 we have three big freshmen."
then nght lo Alafava Woods on ngnt
Lockett averaged 17points,12
Carter said the team must
rebounds and six blocked shots improve in three areas to beta game at Fort Pierce ter last season's 9-19 mark.
Westwood High School.
"We must be a better and
Make the move to Alafaya Woods today and
•
Leeks, a 6-foot-8 center from more sound defensive team, a
Marianna High School, won dominating rebounding team
take advantage of our Grand Opening Special! · nffr.·rt·,,,,,,.., 11 .w '·
the state high school high and take better care of the
jump last season and also ball," he said.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - : - 1 averaged 20 points a game.
Carter added that he was
The 6-foot-8 Green played high pleased with the first few
school basketball in Germany weeks of practice because the
and was named to the Stars & team is making good progress,
Stripes All-Europe team. primarily the freshmen.
Fogle averaged 20 points and
"The overall development
eight rebounds per outing at and improvement of the freshTerry Parker High School in men as a whole has been surJ acksonville.
prising," he said. "They are
"This is the best group of readier than I expected. The
freshmen I've had here or entire team has a great work
anywhere," Carter said. "Each ethic."
one has a great opportunity to
Carter hopes the tough
make a major contribution this early schedule will help the
team mature more quickly.
season."
Carter also has a good nu- · "We have a tough group of
cleus of returning players. players," Carter said. "The
Last year's leading scorer, Ben early challenge will help them
Morton, and leading reboun- wake up to that level and work
der, Fred Crawford, return for ::. hard tc improve."

•

• •

•
•

MEN
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365-8388

•

University Pizza Hut
3900 Alafaya Trail

"_T1le
KTliq
Gears..

°' .

Cyces

277-2433
10°/o STUDENT DISCOUNT

·----------------------------·
$2.00 Off any LARGE Pizza :
I

II
I . P~
I

:

..

~ut
.
®

$1.00 Off any MEDIUM Pizza •
I

1 Coupon per party per visit
Good at UCF PIZZA HUT
Expires December

6. 1988 _

;
I
.:

·-~----·····-~---·············

UCF Bike Club &
Team UCF/ Bikewiser
We need riders/racers experien ced
and/or beginners. Morning rides every day of
the week & special events every weekend !
Call 281-6488 or stop by the shop Tuesdays or
Thursdays at 6:00pm.
LOCATED IN THE UNIVERSITY SHOPPES
(Across from UCF)

281•6488

.

.

Coaches hope for hoops hysteri·a
Kriight banking
on more bodies ·

Carter looking at
fresh(men) faces
/

by Chris Brady

by Chris Brady
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

ASSIST ANT SPORTS EDITOR

One game night last January, Beverly Knight had a problem. Her UCF
women's basketball team only had four
players because of the disqualification
of five others for fouls.
The Lady Knights lost the game by
only two points,89-87, despite playing
with four players for the last few minutes. However, depth should not be a
problem for the 1988-89 edition ofUCF
women's basketball.
"The addition of five junior college
transfers and two seniors who did not
play last year will give us depth that we
did not have last year," Knight said.
Her team finished 4-23 last year in
her first year as coach. Knight was not
hired last year in time to recruit anyone, leaving her with nine players for
most of the season.
This season, Knight was able to recruit her own players and netted five
junior college transfers- Kelly Bradley, Anessa Brown, Jill Ki11en, Shannon King and Kelly Lincoln. In addition, senior Stark Welch is eligible to
play after transferring and senior
Fayetta Robinson returns for her final
year after sitting out last season.
"These players will give us some · Fred Crawford (left) and Ben Morton (bottom right) battle for possession in a

If the UCF men's basketball team
overcomes a tough December schedule,
Coach Phil Carter believes it could be
the best Division I team in the school's
history.
"We have the potential to be the best
Division I team ever at UCF and I hope
our win-loss record will reflect that,"
Carter said. "Obviously, we will have a
big hurdle in December with a tough
schedule."
"
The Knights' December opponents
include Florida State, Dayton, Toledo,
Alabama, Villanova, Auburn and Iowa. .
The Associated Press' preseason poll
ranked Iowa No. 7, Villanova No. 12
and FSU No. 16.
"We have to keep things in perspective and continue to improve," Carter
said of the December games. "Our
December win-loss record will not be ..
indicative of the team's success the rest
of the year."
Only ona game in December ·will be
played at TJCF. After December, 15 of<;.
the final 2) games will be played at the
UCF Gym oasium.
"We will be a very enjoyable basketball team to watch," Carter said. "We
have a lotoffW1 playing, which is enter-

SEE WOMEN PAGE 15 game last year. The two seniors will lead a young but talented team this season.

SEE MEN PAGE 15

•
Lady Knights finish 2nd 1n
NSWAC tourney
Staff Report

"I told the girls if we were going down,
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
we were going down with a fight. I am
The UCF volleyball team, fighting fatigue and very pleased {with their performtradition, fell four points shy of capturing its third ances}."
consecutive New South Women's Athletic Conference title over the weekend in Atlanta, bowing to
Georgia State in a five-game final match.
UCF (19-19) and eventual-champion Georgia
State met for the first time on Saturday of the doubleelimination tournament with identical 2-0 records.
Georgia State won, sending the Lady Knights into a
losers' bracket match against Florida A & M. After
defeating the Lady Rattlers, a weary UCF squad had

-Coach
Dee Dee McClemmon
to quickly regroup for the final against Georgia State.
"The girls are a bit crushed, but I'm pretty happy,"
Coach Dee Dee McClemmon said. "I started four
freshman and I am pleased we got to the final."
The Lady Knights finished 3-2 in the tournament.

Several players were named to the all-conference
team. Senior Marena Potts and freshman Linda
Santiago earned first team laurels, Carol Cupack
was named to the second-team, while Jennifer Owen
and Shannon Pack received Honarble Mentions.
McClemmon said the tournament will become a
three-day affair next year to eliminate the possibility
of teams having t.o play two and three matches in a
day.
After beating UCF the first time Saturday, Geor-•
gia State had the luxury of resting the entire afternoon while UCF played its match against FAMU.
"I told the girls if we went down, we were going
down with a fight," McClemmon said. "I'm very
pleased {with their performances}."

announced theirl 988 season
• BASEBALL CLINIC
UCF baseball Coach Jay ticket prices.
Adults season packages cost
Bergman will conduct a baseball clinic Dec. 10-11 at the $50 and children 17-and-unUCF Baseball Complex for der can see a season's action
for $30.
youths, ages 7-17.
The Lions, members of the
Sessions will be from 12
p.m. to 5 p.m. The Dec.10 ses- 10-team American Soccer
sion will focus on hitting and League, will play 10 home
the Dec. 11 session will be on games at the Florida Citrus
pitching. Parents are welcome Bowl-Orange County/Orlando
to attend both session, which in 1989. Tampa Bay, Fort
will include drug and steroid Lauderdale and 1988 ASL
education. Bergman, along Champion Washington will
with his staff and guest speak.. highlight the home schedule.
ers, will give the instruction.
Play will begin in April and
Cost is $15 per session or conclude with the League
$25 for both sessions. The Championships in August.
clinic is limited to 80 campers.
Call (407) 240-0769 for
Each camper is .responsible for ticket information.
his own equipment.
For more information, conCompiled by Chris Brady
tact the Baseball Office at 275- Send Sports Bnefs to:
2261.
Chris Brady
c/o The Future
·• LIONS' TICKETS
PO Box25000
The Orlando -Lions have Orlando, Fl 32816

..

